Introduction: Part VI
the girl, a brahman. The vetala returned and told Vikrama. The
king set out for Prati§thana,6 attackt Qalivahana,6 was struck down
by a blow from his staff, and fled to Ujjayini, where he died.7 The
throne was thus left vacant.8 But the chief queen 9 opened her womb
and gave to the ministers a seven-months child which she was bear-
ing, and this child was made king under the guardianship of the min-
isters.10 But as there was no one considered fit to sit on the throne
of Indra, the ministers buried it in a pure field at the command of an
ethereal voice.
1. The first part of this section, down to note 5, is wholly omitted in BR and JR,
which do not explain why V. marcht against Q. 2. In BR Plthasthana [as also in
Story 24, q. v.]; some mss. of the other versions call it Pratistha. The name £aliva-
hana appears in various forms in the mss. of JR; see the Critical Apparatus. 3. So
SR; the minister Bhatti MR. 4. So SR; a year and a day old MR. 5. In MR
Bhatti advises against the expedition, and V. at first yields to his advice, but later
goes forth. 6. In MR the serpent-king Ananta fashions for Q. a magic army (cf.
Story 24) which routs V/s army. No battle of armies is mentioned or implied in SR.
7. SoSR, MR; BRand JR simply say that V. was killed in the battle. 8. InJRthe
rajyalak§mT, " Majesty of the Kingdom," in the form of a cow cries out " who will
protect me ? " In SR Bhatti advises an investigation to see if any of the queens are
pregnant. 9. " One of his wives " SR. 10. None of this sentence in BR. In JR the
infant son is named Vikramasena*
V. Frame-story: Fifth Section.   Finding of the Throne by Bhoja
Many years past, and Bhoja was king 1 in Dhara, the successor of
the old Ujjayini as capital city. In his reign the field where the throne
was buried came into the possession of a brahman, who built a plat-
form on the mound in the center to keep watch over the crop of the
field, which was unusually rich. Once King Bhoja and his court past
by the field on an outing,2 and the brahman, standing on the platform,
courteously called to the followers 8 to come in and eat of the grain.
When they did so, it happened that the brahman just then came
down from the platform to drive off some birds. Straightway he began
to protest against the intrusion of the courtiers, reviling them as de-
stroyers of a brahman's property. As they hastily left the field, he went
up again on the platform, and invited them to come back; but then
coming down again, he drove them off as before. This strange be-
havior was reported to the king,4 who suspected that there was some-
thing unusual about the place, and mounted the platform himself,
whereupon he was straightway filled with the most generous desires

